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Foreword
This booklet outlines the performance of candidates in all aspects of this specification for 
the March 2022 series.

CCEA hopes that the Chief Examiner’s and/or Principal Moderator’s report(s) will be viewed 
as a helpful and constructive medium to further support teachers and the learning process.

This booklet forms part of the suite of support materials for the specification.  Further 
materials are available from the specification’s microsite on our website at www.ccea.org.uk.
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GCSE Double Award Science

Chief Examiner’s Report

Biology

Subject Overview 

A larger number of candidates took both the Foundation and Higher Tier papers than would 
normally take the March papers due to the current circumstances.
The overall standard of the answers was good especially on the higher paper.  All questions 
were accessible to candidates.  This was shown by the broad range of marks achieved on 
both the papers and the fact that there were few blank answers on the papers.  There was 
no evidence of candidates not having time to complete the papers.
The handwriting standard of candidates continues to be an issue.
As was stated in the report on the November papers it is important in QWC questions 
that candidates have sentences or bullet points starting with a capital letter and ending in 
fullstop.  A few candidates in these papers wrote a page without a capital letter or a full stop.

Assessment Unit 1  Cells, Living Processes and 
Biodiversity

Foundation Tier

Unit Overview

Candidates attempted all the questions on the paper but there were some poorly answered 
papers as well as some good ones.
Many candidates had some difficulty with drawing in Question 2(b).  In Question 5(b)(i) 
and (ii) interpreting the results of the seedling experiment proved challenging for some 
candidates.  Some did not insert arrows into the food web to show the transfer of energy in 
Question 6(a).  Others had difficulty with parts of Question 8 where they had to apply their 
knowledge and interpret information in two tables.  Most candidates obtained at least two 
marks in the QWC question but some described a reflex arc rather than the CNS.
Q1 (a) Answers to the parts of this question were mixed.  Every possible alternative 

was chosen by some candidates.  Part (iii) proved to be the most difficult part of 
these questions.

 (b) Many candidates could not name the active site.
 (c) Some candidates correctly gave the two factors that affect enzyme action but 

there were many incorrect responses.
Q2 (a) Few candidates could name the renal artery.
 (b) Although the question asked candidates to draw the tube that linked the kidney 

to the bladder many candidates extended the blood vessels instead.
 (c) Most candidates could at least pick out one part of the kidney.
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Q3 (a) A few candidates named a layer of the leaf rather than a structure in a plant cell 
in Part (i).

  Parts (iii) and (iv) were generally well answered but Parts (ii) and (v) proved more 
difficult.

 (b) Candidates knowledge and understanding of the parts of the leaf has improved.  
Most candidates were able to correctly match at least two of the parts.

Q4 Quite a few candidates obtained all the marks for Parts (a) and (b).  The structure that 
was incorrectly identified by many candidates was the plasmid.

Q5 (a) (i) Many candidates carried out the calculation correctly.
  (ii) Most candidates were then able to plot their answer correctly on the bar 

chart.
 (b) (i) This question discriminated between candidates.  Some gave a correct 

trend but then failed to give data as requested.
  (ii) Quite a few candidates obtained one mark out of the two that were 

available.
Q6 (a) Many candidates completed the boxes correctly for the food web but fewer 

inserted lines with arrows to complete the food web.
 (b) The majority of candidates scored two out of the three available marks for this 

question about the killer whales.
 (c) (i) There were quite a few correct answers but some candidates did not give 

their answer to the nearest whole number.
  (ii) Many candidates were able to suggest one measure that scientists could 

use.
Q7 (a) Most candidates could give at least one difference between a voluntary and 

reflex action.
  The structure of the CNS proved to be more difficult with many candidates giving 

a description of the reflex arc instead.  Also, some candidates incorrectly named 
the spine instead of spinal cord.

 (b) Only a minority of candidates could name the hormonal system.
Q8 (a) Surprisingly few candidates could name two types of decomposer in Part (i).
  In Part (ii) and (iii) the answers of starch and cellulose were only given by more 

able candidates.
 (b) (i) Quite a few candidates correctly named lignin.
  (ii) The calculation itself was straightforward but candidates had to use the 

information from both Tables 1 and 2 to obtain the necessary figures and 
this proved challenging for some.

 (c) Many candidates correctly suggested that the rate of breakdown would be 
slower in winter bur fewer went on to give a correct explanation.
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Higher Tier

Unit Overview

Some candidates did not insert arrows into the food web.  Others had difficulty with parts 
of Question 8 where they had to apply their knowledge to and interpret information in 
two tables.  Most candidates obtained at least four marks in the QWC question but some 
described a reflex arc rather than the CNS.  Question 4, Question 7(b) and some parts of 
the last three questions provided differentiation among the candidates since they required 
interpretation of information.  The more able candidates obtained good marks for these 
questions. 
Q1 (a) Many candidates completed the boxes correctly for the food web but fewer 

inserted lines with arrows to complete the food web.
 (b) The majority of candidates scored two out of the three available marks for this 

question about the killer whales.
 (c) (i) There were quite a few correct answers here but some candidates did not 

give their answer to the nearest whole number.
  (ii) Many candidates were able suggest one measure that scientists could use.
Q2 (a) Most candidates could give at least one difference between a voluntary and 

reflex action.
  The structure of the CNS proved to be more difficult with many candidates giving 

a description of the reflex arc instead.  Also, some candidates incorrectly named 
spine instead of spinal cord.

 (b) Only some candidates could name the hormonal system.
Q3 (a) Surprisingly few candidates could name two types of decomposer in Part (i).  In 

Parts (ii) and (iii) the answers of starch and cellulose were given by quite a few 
candidates.

 (b) (i) Most candidates correctly named lignin.
  (ii) The calculation itself was straightforward but candidates had to use the 

information for both Tables 1 and 2 to obtain the necessary figures and this 
proved challenging for a few.

 (c) Many candidates correctly suggested that the rate of breakdown would be 
slower in winter but fewer went on to give a correct explanation.

Q4 (a) Urine was the most popular incorrect answer for the first sentence.  Many 
candidates correctly stated osmoregulation for the second answer.

 (b) There was some confusion about volume and concentration.
Q5 (a) Most candidates correctly named light.
 (b) Most candidates did say that auxin was produced in the tip but fewer went on to 

give a complete response.
Q6 (a) Many candidates could give at least two features of the alveolus.
 (b) Only better candidates correctly selected C.
 (c) Part (ii) proved the most difficult part here.
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Q7 (a) (i) Answered correctly by most candidates.
  (ii) Quite a few candidates incorrectly stated that the plants and algae died due 

to lack of oxygen.
  (iii) Most candidates gave the correct answer.
 (b) (i) A whole variety of figures were given here.
  (ii) Correctly answered by many candidates.
Q8 (a) Most candidates obtained at least two marks out of the five available for the 

table.
 (b) Fewer correct answers were seen for Part (ii) than Part (i).
Q9 (a) Many candidates did give the correct answer.
 (b) (i) This question proved difficult for some candidates.
  (ii) This question also proved difficult for some candidates.
 (c) Parts (i) and (ii) were correctly answered by many candidates.
Q10 (a) There were quite a few correct answers for this question.
 (b) D was a popular incorrect answer here.
 (c) Most candidates obtained at least two marks out of the six available for the 

table.
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Chemistry

Subject Overview

This was the second set of papers since the November 2020 Series to be taken by GCSE 
pupils whose education had been severely disrupted by the Covid pandemic.

Assessment Unit 2  Structures, Trends and Chemical 
Reactions, Quantative Chemistry 
and Analysis

Foundation Tier 

Unit Overview

Overall, the candidates’ performance in this unit was encouraging, particularly given the 
disruption to education which many candidates experienced because of the Covid Pandemic. 
Q1 Although this question was thought to be straightforward only a minority of 

candidates gained more than half of the eight available marks.
 (a) Recall of the colour of indicator papers in acidic, basic, and neutral solutions was 

very mixed. 
  While most candidates gained one mark only a minority gained both.  More 

specifically, answers for the colours of blue litmus in alkaline and acidic solutions 
were often incorrect.

 (b) Around half of the candidates correctly identified the apparatus used to 
accurately measure pH.  Incorrect answers commonly included Universal 
indicator, pH indicator or test tubes. 

 (c) In this question candidates were asked to complete a statement about 
neutralisation by choosing four words from list a list of six.  From the responses it 
seemed the statement may not have been carefully read with answers randomly 
inserted.  For example, hydroxide and hydrogen (ions) were sometimes given the 
wrong way round.

 (d) Although, most candidates knew that copper(ll) sulfate was a product of the 
reaction between copper(ll) oxide and sulfuric acid, hydrogen or carbon dioxide 
were frequently given as the other product.  In Part (d)(ii) white and colourless 
were frequently given as colours seen in this reaction.

Q2 This question considered the structure of an atom.
 (a) Many candidates correctly identified and positioned subatomic particles on the 

structure of an atom diagram.  Some thought that “nucleus” was one of the 
answers.

 (b) Most candidates gave the correct term “mass number” for the number of 
protons and neutrons in an atom, although some also gave “atomic number”.

 (c) Few candidates correctly identified the isotopes from four atoms with the 
number of protons, electrons and neutrons given.
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Q3 (a) This part of the question asked candidates to select and match four substances 
from a list of six to four statements.  Overall, this question was poorly answered. 
While most candidates correctly stated zinc as a metallic element, some gave 
sodium chloride.  Most candidates also correctly identified diamond as being 
hard and used in cutting tools.  However, most responses to the statements, has 
ionic bonding and has a molecular covalent structure were incorrect.

 (b) Candidates often gained a mark for recognising that graphene is a single layer, 
but few went on to say, “of graphite”.

Q4 (a) Question Parts (i) and (ii) were based on candidates understanding of a passage 
with information about nanoparticles.  These questions were well answered with 
most candidates gaining all three marks.

 (b) This question tested candidates’ understanding of information available from 
a chemical formula, K₂CO₃.  It was a good question for discriminating between 
candidates’ levels of understanding.  Most candidates were unsure about the 
chemical name and incorrectly stated potassium carbon oxide.  However, most 
candidates were able to work out the number of elements and atoms which 
were present.  In Part (b)(ii) candidates were given an equation for the reaction 
of HCl with K₂CO₃.  They were asked to balance the equation and insert the state 
symbols.  This proved to be challenging except for the top candidates.

Q5 (a) The question started by asking candidates to complete the definition of a 
molecule.  Most correctly inserted “two” and “atoms” but some wrote “one” 
and/or “elements”.

 (b) Most candidates gained both marks for correctly drawing dot and cross diagrams 
for a hydrogen molecule although a few drew a hydrogen atom.

 (c) Nearly everyone gained both marks for showing the arrangement of all the 
electrons in a lithium atom and in a chlorine atom.  In Part (c)(ii) candidates 
had to explain, in terms of the electrons involved how atoms of lithium and 
chlorine reacted to form lithium chloride.  In questions like this it is important 
that candidates convey the idea that the metal loses/transfers the electron, and 
that the non-metal gains the electron.  Often candidates’ responses could have 
applied equally well to covalent bonding, with the word “share” commonly used 
and covalent bonding sometimes mentioned.

Q6 (a) In this question candidates had to draw a line to match five substances to their 
correct descriptions.  This question was poorly answered.  Incorrect responses 
included Argon-coloured, sodium chloride-colourless gas, green solid or blue 
solid and chlorine-colourless gas while Copper(ll) carbonate elicited the most 
correct answers, “blue solid” was popular. 

 (b) The QWC question, about features of the Periodic Table was well answered. 
The majority of candidates gained at least two marks with most scoring four 
of the six marks.  Almost all the candidates knew that there were gaps in 
the Mendeleev Periodic Table and that the modern Periodic Table has more 
elements.  Some candidates knew that Mendeleev arranged his Table by atomic 
mass, but “mass number” or “atomic mass number” were commonly given. 
More able candidates knew about the absence of noble gases from Mendeleev’s 
Table and or the idea of the presence of a transition metal block in the modern 
Periodic Table.
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Q7 (a) This question, asked candidates to complete the definition of a pure substance 
by filling in missing words.  This question challenged most candidates and 
consequently was poorly answered.  While most candidates made some attempt 
at a definition their responses were not mark worthy.  The terms “element”, 
“compound”, “mixed”, “substance” were rarely used.

 (b) This was a good discriminating question.  It asked candidates to complete 
sentences on carrying out a flame test on a powder and prove that it contained 
potassium ions.  Most candidates correctly stated that a potassium ion 
produced a lilac flame colour while more able candidates also referred to using 
nichrome wire and hydrochloric acid, although the essential term ‘concentrated’ 
hydrochloric acid was commonly missing.  

Q8 It was encouraging to see many foundation candidates score well in calculation 
questions.

 (a) Most candidates calculated one and many worked out both relative formula 
masses.

 (b) Some candidates calculated the percentage of sulfur in the compound was 22.5% 
although, a common error was to leave out multiplying by 100. 

 (c) A high proportion of candidates divided 2.52 by 60 and obtained the correct 
answer.

 (d) Better candidates multiplied 0.65 by 60 and obtained the correct answer.
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Physics 

Subject Overview

Covid is still a significant presence and teachers, once again, should be commended for their 
efforts in preparing candidates for examinations.   
Examiners reported that they felt that, overall, the papers were fair and covered a wide 
range of topics testing recall, application of knowledge and calculations.  The paper allowed 
candidates at both foundation and higher level the opportunity to show their knowledge 
and understanding of the subject.  It is difficult to judge from examination papers if there 
was significant pupil absence but there were instances where it appeared that some topics 
had been missed or hadn’t been fully covered. 
Both papers contained a gradation of difficulty and although most candidates were able to 
score well in the first part of the papers, the questions towards the end proved to be more 
challenging.  

Assessment Unit 2  Motion, Force, Moments, 
Energy, Density, Kinetic Theory, 
Radioactivity, Nuclear Fission 
and Fusion.

Foundation Tier

Unit Overview

The standard of answering on this paper was not as good as observed in previous 
examination series. 
The gradation of difficulty within the paper allowed most candidates to score the majority 
of their marks in the first five questions.  The remainder of the paper proved to be more 
demanding with only the more able scoring well.  Areas of difficulty were Newton’s 2nd Law 
(Question 3(b)), background radiation (Question 6), and parts of Question 8 (fission and 
fusion).   
Questions that were more accessible were Question 1 (energy changes), Question 2 
(efficiency), 
Question 5 (distance -time graph) and Question 7 (atomic physics).  In Question 7 it was 
good to see that many candidates stated the correct answer for the relative mass of the 
electron. 
Q1 Energy changes 
 This is a common question type in the foundation paper and most candidates scored 

well.  The microphone, though, continues to be a problem for some even though it 
has appeared many times in the past.  Some candidates still think that electricity is 
the input energy and sound the output energy rather than the opposite. 

Q2 This question was well answered.  Most candidates appreciated that the word ‘useful’ 
should appear in the numerator of the formula for efficiency.  

Q3 Part (a)(i) was a simple question on resultant force where two forces had to be 
subtracted.  Surprisingly, a number of candidates were unable to do so. 
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 A significant number of candidates did not realise that when the car was moving at 
constant speed the resultant force was zero.   

Q4 This question on density was generally well answered.  
 There still remains an issue with the difference between mass and weight with some 

candidates confusing the two. 
Q5 This question was well answered by most candidates with many scoring full marks. 
Q6 Most candidates scored four out of six marks for this question.  Some candidates 

gave the range of alpha particles in aluminum or paper even though the question 
asked specifically for the range in air.  Many gave the correct answer of ‘background 
radiation’ but not all stated clearly how it was taken into account. 

Q7 Most candidates scored well in Question 7.  It was very pleasing to see that a very 
large number of candidates gave 1/1840 as the relative mass of an electron. 

  In Part (b) many gave the number of electrons as 15 even though the word ‘nucleus’ 
was in bold.   

Q8 This question examined fission and fusion. 
 The question was not well answered and there appeared to be a degree of guesswork.  
 The topic comes at the end of the Specification and perhaps it was not well covered. 
 The major by-product of fusion was often stated to be energy. 
 In Part (b) the correct number, four, was seldom chosen. 
Q9 In Part (a) candidates were asked to state Hooke’s Law.  This should have been a very 

accessible [2] marks but in, in fact, it was badly answered by many.   
 In Part (b) many candidates scored well.  
 While most candidates knew the Hooke’s Law equation, many substituted an incorrect 

value for the extension.

Higher Tier

Unit Overview

The standard of answering on this paper was good.  Examiners reported that candidates 
found the questions accessible and were able to demonstrate their knowledge and 
understanding. 
Questions which proved to be more demanding were Question 3(b) (fusion energy) Question 
7(i) (pressure) and Question 8(b)(i) (Newton’s 2nd Law). 
Q1 A number of candidates offered answers in terms of the penetration of aluminium or 

plastic even though the question specifically asked about air.  
 The term ‘background radiation’ is well known but how it is taken into account is not 

so well known. 
Q2 This question was well answered with many candidates gaining maximum marks.  

However, some candidates gave 15 as the number of electrons even though the word 
nucleus was in bold. 

Q3 In Part (a) a number of candidates gave energy as the major by-product of fusion. 
 Part (b) was not well answered with few choosing the correct answer of four.  There 

was some guesswork involved in stating the difficulties which had to be overcome to 
produce fusion energy on a commercial scale. 
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Q4 It was disappointing to see so few fully correct statements of Hooke’s Law.  It was the 
sort of question that, traditionally, would have picked up full marks.   

 The calculation in Part (b) was well done. 
Q5 Velocity-time graphs are often asked in the higher paper and it was well done in this 

case. 
Q6 Part (a) was well answered with many candidates scoring full marks. 
 In Part (b)(i) a failure to convert 6 kJ to 6000 J would have cost candidates marks. 
 In Part (b)(ii) it was surprising to see that so few candidates appreciated that a watt 

was equal to a joule per second. 
Q7 The question on pressure proved to be testing for some candidates although a 

significant number of more able candidates scored full marks.  The calculation of force 
using the pressure equation was usually correctly done and most gained these marks.  
However, finding the weight of the dog and then its mass proved too difficult for 
some. 

 In Part (ii) candidates were asked to explain the increase in pressure.  Since pressure 
involves two variables, force and area, examiners expected a comment on each 
variable.  Many focused on the increased force (weight) but made no comment on the 
area and lost a mark. 

Q8 Part (a) was well answered. 
 Part (b)(i) questions on Newton’s Second Law are common on the Higher Tier paper 

and many candidates were well prepared for it and scored well.  
 Part (b)(ii) was well answered. 
Q9 In Question 9(i) the calculation on kinetic energy was well done by candidates.
 Answers to Part (ii) were surprisingly poor.  Many candidates did not appreciate that 

at maximum height the object would have a speed of zero and therefore zero kinetic 
energy. 

 Answers to Part (iii) were mixed with some candidates failing to use the correct value 
of kinetic energy i.e. failed to handle the energy loss of 24 J correctly.
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Contact details
The following information provides contact details for key staff members:
• Specification Support Officer: Nola Fitzsimons
 (telephone: (028) 9026 1200, extension: 2235, email: nfitzsimons@ccea.org.uk)

• Officer with Subject Responsibility: Elaine Lennox
 (telephone: (028) 9026 1200, email: elennox@ccea.org.uk)
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